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Tools: 
Sizzix Big Shot Machine 
Extended Multi-Purpose Platform 
Precision Base Plate 
Metal tray 
Cutting pads 
660586 Cuff die (lesser width) 
660591 Daisy Stack dies 
Swarovski Crystal rivet setting tool 
 SS29 rivet setting attachments (2 pieces) 
 Crystal Snap setting attachments (4 pieces) 
Rotary leather hole punch 
 
Materials: 
1 piece white leather 
2 pieces Light blue lambskin 
1 piece denim lambskin 
5 Light Turquoise crystal Rivets SS29 /silver castings and rivet backs 
2 Crystal AB snaps 
 
Cutting Tips:  
Steel Rule Die cutting sandwich:  
Cutting pad, metal tray, cutting die face up, leather face down and another cutting pad 
on top then roll through the machine.  
 
Daisy Stack: 
The Daisy die set has four dies of nesting sizes. For the sake of clarity Daisy die # 1 will 
be the largest on down to Daisy die #4 which will be the smallest. 
 
Instructions: 
1) Use base cuff die # 660586 and cut one piece in white leather.  
 
2) Use Daisy Stack dies # 660591 cut: 
 Daisy die #1 cut 5 pieces in light blue 
 Daisy die #2 cut 5 pieces in white 
 Daisy die #3 cut 5 pieces in light blue 
 Daisy die #4 cut 5 pieces in denim blue 
 
3) Using the Swarovski rivet setting tool with snap setting attachments, attach the 
crystal snaps to cuff. 



4) Take one rivet and stack your daisy shapes on the stem starting with the smallest, 
ending with the largest. With leather cuff laying flat place your stack on top of the cuff. 
Press down to mark position with the crown of the rivet. Using rotary leather hole 
punch make hole where prong marks were made. First daisy stack should cover crystal 
end of snaps completely. 
5) With the daisy stack on a rivet, hold the stack and push the rivet through the hole in 
the cuff. Using the rivet setting tool and SS29 rivet setting attachments secure rivet with 
daisy stack onto cuff. 
6) Repeat step 4 & 5 riveting on all 5 daisy stacks. Always marking their placement as 
and cutting the hole one stack at a time. Last daisy stack should not cover male halves of 
snaps. 
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